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We demonstrate that double-layered stacks of gold and insulator

nanoparticles arranged on a flat gold surface dramatically enhance the

sensitivity in absorption infrared microscopy. Through morphological

variations of the nanoparticles, the frequency of the plasmon reso-

nances can be tuned to match the frequency of the molecular vibra-

tion in the mid-infrared region. The results show that the

nanostructures enhance the absorption signal of the molecules by a

factor of up to �2.2 � 106, while preserving their characteristic line-

shape remarkably well.
The capability to efficiently convert photons into collective
oscillations of electrons – plasmons – has led to growing
interest in the production and the applications of metallic
nanostructures. Plasmons in the visible regime led to the
development of new spectroscopic techniques with extreme
enhancement of sensitivity, allowing for instance single mole-
cule detection.1–4 Recently, the fabrication of nanostructures
with plasmon excitations in the infrared region has attracted
special attention due to their possible application to improve
infrared spectroscopic techniques. While most nanostructures
for enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy are arranged on
infrared transparent semiconductor platforms,5–9 we show that
a supporting conducting layer can improve plasmon excitations
due to the induction of image charges, providing an additional
gain in sensitivity.10,11
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Generally, infrared absorption spectroscopy is used to
investigate vibrational modes associated with specic molecular
bonds and chemical functional groups by measuring the
absorption in the mid-infrared spectral region.12 Most signi-
cant is the ability to identify conformational changes of proteins
that reveal the molecular mechanisms of their functionality.13–16

The technique is extremely powerful in substance identication,
since chemical ngerprints of the most common functional
groups can be found in the infrared region and it provides a
responsive and almost non-destructive chemical analysis.

Despite such advantages, the moderate sensitivity is one of
the major shortcomings that severely limit the application of
infrared absorption spectroscopy. Especially in thin samples
such as monolayers the absorption signals become prohibi-
tively weak.17 One way to overcome this fundamental decit
involves leveraging the strong light–matter interaction through
enhancing the electromagnetic eld in the vicinity of sub-
wavelength metallic nanostructures. Enabled by plasmonic
resonances in the infrared region, surface enhanced infrared
absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS)7–9,18,19 was developed in
analogy with surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)2,20–22

and surface enhanced uorescence (SEF).23–25

Herein, we demonstrate an enormous gain of sensitivity in
infrared absorption spectroscopy using a self-assembled
monolayer of dodecanethiol, which shows characteristic
symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of the CH2 and
CH3 groups in the mid-infrared region.26 Recent studies show
that strong enhancement in SEIRAS causes a signicant
distortion of the molecular signature, which complicates the
evaluation of the obtained SEIRAS spectra. These distortions are
oen called Fano resonances.6,9,27 Uniquely, our plasmonic
system preserves the characteristic shape of the vibrational
bands while providing extreme enhancement which enables the
monitoring of the absorption signal of a molecular monolayer.
Additionally we found that under certain conditions our device
can also suppress absorption of molecular vibrations, resulting
in so-called window resonances or anti-absorption.28 Oen,
theoretical models describe the interaction between molecule
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 127–131 | 127
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vibrations and plasmons through coupled oscillators, where
constructive interference can lead to strong enhancement, but
destructive interference can also damp certain vibrations.27,29,30

We experimentally demonstrate that these effects are related to
the relative position of frequencies of the molecular vibration
and the plasmon. The scheme in Fig. 1 sums up themorphology
of the nanostructure and the interaction between the plasmons
and the dodecanethiol monolayer. Our nanostructures repre-
sent a transformative advancement in the compatibility of
infrared absorption spectroscopy with modern sample prepa-
ration. The system allows targeted enhancement of molecular
‘ngerprints’ with high specicity and additionally can be used
to suppress disruptive signals from other molecules within the
experiment. In terms of signal enhancement, double-layered
nanoparticles provide a consistent evolution of SEIRAS
substrates by intensifying their plasmon excitations. For the
development of SERS substrates, it was found that insulated
metal particles benet from nearby conducting surfaces, where
they can induce image dipole moments.10,11 This leads to more
pronounced plasmon excitations that ultimately increase the
enhancement factor. Here, we applied this artice to design a
novel substrate for SEIRAS.

As a rst step, we prepared nanoparticle stacks using a
lithographic approach and veried their plasmon resonances in
the infrared. For this purpose, we prepared glass samples with a
stack of continuous layers in the following order: 5 nm adhesive
tantalum (Ta), 100 nm gold (Au), 30 nm Ta2O5 and 42 nm gold.
Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of two-dimensional arrays of Ta2O5/Au nanoparticles w
dodecanethiol molecules on the gold surface and on top of the nanopar
dodecanethiol on gold. The hydrocarbon chains consisting of CH2 group
binding to the gold surface. (c) Asymmetric (blue) and symmetric (mage
plasmon at higher wavenumbers than the molecule vibrations (d < 0)
plasmon at lower wavenumber than the molecule vibration, d > 0) suppre
IR absorption spectrum of solute dodecanethiol corresponding to stretc

128 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 127–131
The coatings were prepared by direct current magnetron sput-
tering under an argon atmosphere. The top-down lithographic
process used to create the disk-stack nanostructure has been
reported previously.31 The regular arranged disk-stack pattern
was dened by electron beam (e-beam) exposure of a negative
e-beam resist. Aer removal of the unexposed parts of the resist,
the stack-array structure was created by ion-beam etching. The
remaining e-beam resist deposit on top of the disk-stacks was
removed by sonication in piranha solution (1 : 3 H2O2–H2SO4).
Further details on this crucial step are provided in the ESI,† due
to the fact that clean and resist-free disk-stacks are essential for
the formation of self-assembled monolayers.

In order to understand the relationship between the disk-
stack diameter and the plasmon resonance frequency, infrared
absorption measurements were performed on a dry-air purged
infrared microscope (Bruker Hyperion 3000) coupled to a liquid-
nitrogen cooled mercury–cadmium telluride detector. IR spectra
of each structure were recorded in the spectral region between
8000 and 600 cm�1 and calculated as co-addition of 300 scans.
The obtained spectra were compared with a simulation model
implemented in the MIT Electromagnetic Equation Propagation
soware package, which utilizes the nite difference time
domain (FDTD) method.32 Further details on the simulations
can be found in the ESI.† Fig. 2 shows the absorption spectra of
the uncoated disk-stack pattern for various diameters (250–
700 nm). The strong absorption signals from the plasmons are
in excellent agreement with the FDTD-simulations. The
ith different stack diameters and a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of
ticles. (b) Graphical representation of the self-assembled monolayer of
s and a CH3 terminal group form a contact angle of 85� while sulfur is
nta) stretching modes of CH2 vibrations. (d) Nanostructures with the
enhance the molecular absorption. (e) Larger particle diameters (i.e.
ss the molecular vibrations which lowers the total absorbance. (f) ATR-
hing modes depicted in (c).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 2 (a) IR absorption measurements of the double-layered nano-
particles show the tunability of the plasmon resonances by variation of
the stack diameters. (b) Blue circles with error bars representmeasured
resonance positions of the nanostructured device without adsorbed
molecules. The black line was calculated for a three dimensional
model of the device using finite difference time domain (FDTD)
simulations, which are in good agreement with the experimental data.
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deviations between the measured resonance positions and the
simulation are attributed to fabrication imperfections, which are
also analyzed in the ESI† in terms of scanning electron micros-
copy and focal plane array infrared absorption measurements.

For IR measurements of the monolayer, the diameters of the
disk-stacks are adjusted to tune the plasmon resonances in the
spectral region of the characteristic band positions of the CH
stretching vibrations in the dodecanethiol molecules. The
molecular signature of solute dodecanethiol was obtained from
attenuated total reection infrared (ATR-IR) measurements (see
Fig. 1f). The spectra are dominated by the methylene (CH2)
group (symmetric stretching vibration ns: �2850 cm�1 and
asymmetric stretching vibration nas: �2925 cm�1).26 The corre-
sponding absorption of the terminal methyl (CH3) group is also
visible in the spectrum and appears at �2870 cm�1 (ns) and
�2960 cm�1 (nas), respectively.

In the next step, the monolayer of dodecanethiol molecules
was assembled onto the nanostructures. Therefore, the nano-
structured samples were immersed in an ethanolic solution of
1 mM dodecanethiol (98%, Alfa Aeser) for 24 h before rinsing
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
with pure ethanol and drying with nitrogen gas. The coated
substrates were measured with the infrared microscope under
the same conditions as the bare structures. Additionally we
performed spatially resolved IR microscope measurements
within a single grating using a focal plane array (FPA) detector.
The spatial resolution helped to monitor the quality of the
fabrication and delivered additional information on the
enhancement.

The inuence of the plasmon position on the enhancement
factor was experimentally determined on nanostructures with
various diameters. The resulting spectra show that the differ-
ence d ¼ um � up in the spectral position between the plasmon
resonance (up) and the molecule-bond vibration (um) crucially
inuences the enhancement of the absorption signal. Fig. 3
illustrates that the distance parameter d further determines
whether the absorption of the molecular vibration is enhanced
or suppressed. For negative values of d, i.e. when the plasmon
resonance is located at higher wavenumbers than the molecule
vibration, the characteristic absorption of the molecule is
enhanced. For positive values of d, the effect reverses and the
molecular absorbance is suppressed through the plasmon, in
analogy to strong damping in coupled oscillator modes for
destructive interference.27,29,30 While the enhancement and
suppression depend on the relative position of the frequencies
of the molecule vibration and the plasmon, the efficiency of the
enhancement or the suppression, related to the coupling
strength of the oscillators, depends on the spectral distances
between both frequencies. The coupling between plasmon
excitation and molecule vibrations already starts at extreme
distances. While infrared spectra of the molecular monolayer
could not be measured on a at gold substrate (i.e. when no
plasmonic structures are present), nanoparticle-stacks with a
plasmonic resonance at a spectral distance of �1300 cm�1 to
the molecule vibrations already allowed the detection of their
characteristic absorption bands, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 3b. To evaluate the coupling strengths for constructive and
destructive interferences quantitatively, the band area from this
weakly coupled case was used as a reference. Comparing the
band area of the asymmetric stretching mode at 2916 cm�1 for
differently aligned plasmonic resonances to this reference
revealed extremely strong growth in the band area.33 Fig. 3a
shows the growth of resonances and window resonances as a
function of the spectral displacement between plasmon and
molecule resonances. Reducing the distance from 1000 cm�1 to
80 cm�1 resulted in a maximal signal enhancement of the
molecule vibration by a factor of �125 (Fig. 3c). It is important
to stress that this number is not an enhancement factor in the
conventional sense, since it is normalized to an already
enhanced absorbance signal. To calculate the conventional
enhancement factor, we proceeded according to recent litera-
ture.6–9,28 Since the absorption signal of the molecular mono-
layer on a at gold surface is below noise level, we performed
instead ATR-IRmeasurements of solute dodecanethiol to obtain
the expected value of the normal absorption signal intensity per
molecule. Based on the molecule area of �20 Å2, the monolayer
on the disk-stacks contains 1.2 � 1011 molecules, resulting in an
absorbance of 0.04 (see Fig. 3b).34 The number of molecules in
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 127–131 | 129
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Fig. 3 (a) Infrared absorbance spectra of dodecanethiol monolayers
adsorbed onto nanostacks. The intensities of methyl and methylene
bands increase for lower d values, i.e. the plasmon resonance is located
closer to molecular vibrations. (b) Baseline-corrected IR spectra of
C–H vibrations for selected d values. Negative d values lead to
enhanced absorption, whereas positive d values form window reso-
nances. The inset shows the enlarged IR-spectrum of the nano-
structure with d¼�1230 cm�1, which was the largest distance where a
characteristic CH2-band pattern of the monolayer was recognizable.
(c) Normalized band areas measured at various spectral distances
between plasmon resonance and molecular vibrations. The inset
spectrum of (b) was used for normalization to calculate the band area
enhancement.
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the active area of the evanescent wave in the ATR-IR setup is
approximately 1.5 � 1017 molecules, resulting in an absorbance
of 0.07 (see Fig. 1f). Considering these amounts of molecules
contributing to the absorbance intensities, we estimated the
signal enhancement to be �2.2 � 106. In order to avoid an
overestimation of this factor we assumed that all molecules on
the nanoparticles contribute to the enhanced signal, even
though most published enhancement factors only consider the
molecules located at the tips of the nanoantennas.5–9 Neverthe-
less, the enhancement is very strong which is mainly attributed
to strong coupling between molecule vibrations and the
pronounced plasmon excitations. Furthermore, unlike in phys-
isorbed samples a self-assembled monolayer provides transition
dipole moments with a xed orientation to the metal surface,
which is benecial for the sensitivity of the device. A chem-
isorbedmolecule monolayer exhibits a larger enhancement than
physisorbed molecules, an effect attributed to the chemical
mechanism for surface enhancement.35 Interestingly, our results
in Fig. 3b demonstrate that the shape of the characteristic
absorptions of the molecules is approximately preserved for
most of the enhancing nanostructures. The distortion of the
characteristic signal only becomes relevant for perfectly aligned
resonances (d / 0). For this case it was not possible to nd the
correct baseline, which made an evaluation of the enhancement
obsolete. For plasmon resonances at a distance greater than
�50 cm�1, distortion of the molecule signal reduces dramati-
cally, for both the constructive and the destructive interference.
As demonstrated in Fig. 3b, the window resonances in the
molecule absorption, resulting from damped molecule vibra-
tions, provide the same quality for monitoring as the enhanced
absorption signals, see Fig. 2c.

In summary, we have demonstrated that a metal lm sup-
porting the insulated metal particles intensies infrared plas-
mon excitations and therefore improves sensitivity. The
plasmon resonance position can be tuned by varying the
diameter of the disk-stacks, which has a critical inuence on the
enhancement factor. We successfully demonstrated a strong
enhancement of the infrared absorption by detecting a mono-
layer of dodecanethiol molecules on the nanostructures, while
preserving the shape of the characteristic molecular signal. This
presents a unique advantage in enhancing sensitivity in
infrared absorption spectroscopy using plasmonic structures.
Interestingly, we further observed a way to use plasmons to
damp specic absorption signals of the molecules, which might
be used to suppress disruptive signals from the experimental
environment. The practical tunability of the plasmon position
for selective signal enhancement poses a versatile platform for
the analysis of a wide range of molecular signals.
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